On Tuesday, May 5, 2015, the Institute on Aging (IOA) hosted their Sylvan M. Cohen Annual Retreat. The event, which took place from 11:30am - 5:00pm in the Smilow Center for Translational Research at the University of Pennsylvania, consisted of lunch, lectures, a reception and a poster session.

This year, the IOA welcomed several outside speakers, ranging from financial experts to medical professionals. Their presentations covered a variety of topics on adult protective services, financial security, and financial exploitation and abuse in the aging community.

In light of the recent Institutes of Medicine (IOM) Report on cognitive aging, this year’s retreat was especially popular, bringing in nearly 160 attendees and receiving media coverage from the Philadelphia Inquirer and WHYY.

Immediately following the lectures, guests were welcomed back into the Smilow Center lobby for the event’s reception and poster session. The poster session, a popular feature of the retreat, invites University of Pennsylvania affiliates and colleagues from around the Philadelphia area to present their aging-related research and educational activities and services and compete for a “best poster” prize. First and second prize winners were chosen based on the following categories: Basic Science, Clinical Research, and Education & Community.

See the full list of poster winners inside.

For more on the 2015 Sylvan M. Retreat, visit: www.penninstituteonaging.wordpress.com

Highlights from the Perelman School of Medicine’s 250th Anniversary Celebration

This past May marked the 250th Anniversary of the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania. The year-long celebration of the first medical school in the country came to a close with several different events including the ceremonial ribbon cutting for the new Henry A. Jordan, M’62 Medical Education Center and Medical Alumni Weekend 2015, as well as the 250th Celebration Gala hosted at the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

More than 1,200 alumni, faculty, and friends enjoyed a cocktail party, dinner, fireworks, and entertainment by special guest Harry Connick, Jr. at the Gala atop the infamous art museum steps. Mayor Michael Nutter, a University of Pennsylvania graduate, also took the stage to express his gratitude not only to the Penn first responders and medical team who cared for the victims of the recent Amtrak 188 derailment, but to Penn as a whole for the many contributions that it has given to Philadelphia and the rest of the world.
Dear Friends of the IOA,

After 25 years at Penn, many spent as Associate Director of the Institute on Aging, Steven E. Arnold, MD (pictured right), has announced his retirement.

Upon officially “retiring” from Penn, Dr. Arnold will tackle a new challenge as Translational Neurology Head of the newly created Integrated Brain Center at Massachusetts General Hospital.

We wish him all the best in his transition and are hopeful for friendly collaborations in the future.

John Q. Trojanowski, MD, PhD
Director, Institute on Aging

In the last edition of the IOA’s Science of Aging newsletter, we featured a behind-the-scenes look at the filming of our Udall Center for Parkinson’s Research Virtual Tour Video. Now that the video is complete, you can experience a behind-the-scenes look at the research and care that is taking place here at Penn to improve the lives of those affected by Parkinson’s disease.

To see the Virtual Tour Video, visit: www.youtube.com/penninstituteonaging

Many thanks to the IOA’s generous donors & friends

Meet the members of our External Advisory Board here:
www.med.upenn.edu/aging/ExternalAdvBoard.shtml

Make a gift make a difference

To support aging-related research and care at the Penn Institute on Aging, please contact:

Elizabeth Yannes, Penn Medicine Development
eyannes@upenn.edu or 215-573-8764
According to new research from the Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, doctors, lawyers and other “high level” professionals may have an advantage if diagnosed with Frontotemporal Degeneration (FTD).

In a recent video interview, Lauren Massimo, PhD, CRNP, a post-doctoral fellow at Penn’s FTD Center, explains that she and her fellow researchers working on this study believe that individuals with higher-level occupations typically build stronger “cognitive reserve” aiding in the defense of this neurodegenerative disease which affects behavior, personality, and in some cases language.

The findings suggest that higher occupational level not only boosts cognitive reserve, but that it also increases longevity. However, the same does not seem to be true for those diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease (AD). In fact, according to research, it seems that higher occupational levels actually have the opposite effect on AD patients resulting in shorter survival rate.

See the full video interview at: www.penninstituteonaging.wordpress.com
Need More // IOA News?

Stay up-to-date on all of the latest aging-related news happening at Penn with our monthly e-newsletter!

Subscribe via email at:
ageing@mail.med.upenn.edu

Become an // IOA Fellow

Learn more about becoming an IOA Fellow or Associate Fellow at:

www.med.upenn.edu/aging/fellows.shtml

Meet Our // IOA Team

John Q. Trojanowski, MD, PhD
Director

M. Kathryn Jedrziewski, PhD
Deputy Director

Nicolette Patete
Digital Media Specialist

Ebony Fenderson
Administrative Assistant

Elizabeth Yannes
Penn Medicine Development

Lee-Ann Donegan
Penn Medicine Communications

Connect With Us // Online

Facebook.com/PennAging
Twitter.com/PennAging
Youtube.com/PennInstituteonAging
PennInstituteonAging.wordpress.com

Penn's
5K For The IOA
& The Memory Mile Walk | Dogs Welcomed For Walk

Sunday, September 20th, 2015 • 8:00 am @ Penn Park

* New This Year *
* Dogs on leashes are welcomed for the Memory Mile Walk only!

Other Great Features:
Chip Timing, Dri-fit tees, gift cards for top 3 male and female runners, great swag bags, and more!

Questions?
Please contact Elizabeth Yannes at 215-573-8764 or elyannes@upenn.edu.